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An independent analysis of the events of September 11, 2001. Includes historical and geo-political

background and examines the motivation of the people who played key roles in the destruction of

the evidence and the obstruction of justice for the families of the victims.
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The strongest evidence that 9-11 was an inside job comes from the highly sophisticated, military

grade nano-thermites that were found in the rubble - in both exploded and unexploded form -

immediately following the 9-11 attacks, as Christopher Bollyn astutely mentions in his book Solving

9-11; The Deception that Changed the World. This information was published in 2009 in a credible,

peer-reviewed, scientific journal; the name of the study is: "Active Thermitic Material Discovered in

Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe" and can be accessed at: [...] - and has not

been refuted by anyone in the scientific community, or anyone else for that matter, since. For more

information about the inherent weakness of the official conspiracy theory/story, read: "Dr. David

Griscom Wins 9/11 Physics Debate. Not a Single Top Physicist is Willing to Defend the Official

Story!" at: [...] . Based on the density of nano-thermites found in the rubble, one of the lead

scientists of the aforementioned study, Niels Harritt, has estimated that between 10 - 100 tons of

nano-thermites were most likely used in the controlled demolitions of WTC 1, 2, and 7 (to account

for the density of explosives found and documented in the rubble). In any event, too much

nanothermite was found to have been brought in on airplanes. Bollyn looks at Building security and



discovers Marvin Bush was one of the principals of stratesec/securacom, information which was

never widely reported in the cabal-controlled mainstream media, but is widely circulated on

YouTube and is in fact public information! He also looks at Israeli security companies connected to

Israeli intelligence and makes some very interesting connections.

I hate electronic books for many reasons, including being an old guy that still thinks in hand - eye -

brain terms, so let me start by saying this is the first e-book that for me has been a pleasure to read.

Plenty of white space, clearly separated chapter, a great inter-spersal of photographs, and finally --

my most important touch point -- really superb sources at the end of each chapter, with many of

them actively linked.As the #1  reviewer for non-fiction, reading in 98 categories, I read a lot -- over

30 books (with a leavening of DVDs) on 9/11, but to put that in context, that is just 0.016 of my

reading in the last decade. Do not for a moment think of me as a conspiracy theorist or anti-Semite.

I am an intelligence professional, with integrity.This particular book, unlike all the others I have read

in relation to 9/11, does four things no other book has done:01) Connects the dots of all the dual

Israeli-US citizens in the US Government and US commercial circles (mostly in NYC) that were

active participants in the 9/11 false flag operation. The role of the owners of the 81st floor and the

massive bank of "batteries" that were never used but are precisely where the airlines hit, impressed

me.02) Integrates, for the first time, the history of Israeli false flag operations, the 1980 recognition

by Israel that an attack on NYC and specifically against the tallest building in NYC whatever that

might be, and the total complex context of 9/11 as both a catalyst for forcing the USA into a "war on

terror" and a cover-up for the most massive financial crimes in history, including a special role for

AIG and its specifically-identified Zionist leadership.
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